SIXTH FORM

“Attending KEHS Sixth Form has
allowed me to make a lot of good friends,
whilst studying in an environment where
everyone wants to learn, meaning that my
time at the Sixth Form has been successful
both socially and educationally.”
Sixth Former
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Welcome to the
Sixth Form at KEHS

King Edward VI High School for Girls is one of Britain’s
top schools - exciting, friendly and hugely successful. Its
very special atmosphere and climate for learning
inspire our bright, multi-talented girls to realise their
dreams. We’re well known for our academic
excellence, thanks to outstanding teaching which
fires our girls’ imagination and intellectual curiosity.
But we’re about far more than stellar exam results and
Oxbridge places, and in our Sixth Form many girls feel
a sense of freedom and broadening horizons as they
discover their particular passions. In the Sixth Form, girls
are encouraged to think and work independently, to
take on the extra challenges of leadership and to
develop a love of learning for its own sake.

Each year, we welcome new students into the Sixth
Form from a variety of other schools; students from a
broad mix of cultures and social backgrounds are able
to thrive here and build a network of friends for life.
The Sixth Form is the pinnacle of most girls’ school lives.
It is here that they learn to set their own goals, take
their own decisions and discover what really motivates
and inspires them.
This is a unique school; the girls’ intellectual rigour,
their focus and commitment, the questions they ask, the
music they make, their fundraising for a wide range of
charities all demonstrate the quality of the education at
King Edward VI High School for Girls. You are most
welcome to come and visit us, meet our impressive girls
and staff and discover for yourself why the education
we offer is so distinctive.

Inspiring Academic Excellence
We offer over 20 subjects in the Sixth Form and for our
bright, creative girls, the chance to explore in depth
the academic pursuits they particularly enjoy is an
enriching experience.
King Edward VI High School for Girls is consistently
ranked among Britain’s top independent schools for
the outstanding education we provide, our nurturing
environment and emphasis on independent thought
and study. We are proud of our academic excellence
and superb results; most of our pupils go on to study at
prestigious Russell Group universities including Oxford
and Cambridge.

In the Sixth Form, stimulating teaching and small class
sizes ensure that our lessons are more akin to university
tutorials, fostering debate and discussion which
broaden our pupils’ academic horizons. Our staff
enjoy teaching such highly intelligent, committed girls,
instilling intellectual rigour and encouraging them to
push the boundaries of their knowledge.
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“The confidence I have gained from this
school is completely invaluable. With this
confidence and support, I have applied to
veterinary schools this year, one of the most
competitive courses I could choose.”
Sixth Former

Getting Involved and Developing
Leadership Qualities
KEHS offers an extraordinary range of extra-curricular
activities, which allow girls to pursue their individual
interests. Our facilities are excellent, including a
state-of-the-art fitness centre, spectacular games
pitches set in leafy grounds plus the magnificent new
Ruddock Performing Arts centre, shared with KES, the
boys’ school next door. We are famous for our music,
dance and drama; we stage many joint productions
with KES, including performances by our professional
standard Symphony Orchestra and large scale plays
and musicals entirely acted, designed and produced
by the pupils themselves. We also run numerous choirs,
bands and orchestras for all standards of singers and
instrumentalists.
The main school sports are netball, hockey, tennis,
swimming, dance, rounders and gymnastics; our
senior squads train hard and take on other top
Midlands teams, regularly winning the county and
regional heats of the national schools’ hockey and
netball championships, but our girls also enjoy a
diverse range of activities including badminton,
life-saving, athletics, football, canoeing, rock
climbing and even zumba classes.

Alongside their academic, sporting and artistic
commitments, many enjoy the chance to take
responsibility for younger girls and to become
involved in community service, fundraising or
organising charity events. Many Sixth Formers
lead societies for younger students at lunchtime
and are encouraged to develop new interests for
the school community. There is a plethora of choices,
which include Amnesty International, Cinematic
Society, Engineering Society, Philosophy Society,
Medical Society, Shakespeare Society, Origami
Club, Camera Club, Manga Club, Living History
and the very latest Gardening Club!
Our girls are the leaders of the future and all this
helps to shape the women they will become.
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“The contribution of the school’s curricular
and extra-curricular provision to the quality
of pupils’ learning and achievement is
excellent. So too are its extensive links with
communities close to the school and afar.”
ISI Inspection Report 2010
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Offering Guidance and Support

Pastoral care is at the very heart of the Sixth Form.
Sixth Form tutor groups are vertically grouped with
a mixture of Lower and Upper Sixth formers (Year 12 and
Year 13) students in each group. The school’s warm,
friendly atmosphere means that new Sixth Form students
are rapidly integrated and made to feel welcome.
All the Sixth Form tutors, supported by the Director and
Assistant Head of Sixth Form, offer students a highly
personal approach, which fosters a sense of well-being
and encourages them to develop their talents. We have
a full-time school matron who is available to deal with
any girls who are unwell but also to talk and listen to
girls, in addition to a school doctor and a school-based
counsellor who come into school on a weekly basis.
Sixth Formers have the freedom to wear their own
clothes rather than a uniform as part of the transition to
student life. The Sixth Form Council works with the
Director of Sixth Form communicating ideas from students
and assisting in the organisation of key school events.

Regular meetings with the Director of Sixth Form are
held to explore new ideas and to ensure the smooth
running of the school.
Girls have a dedicated area specifically designed for
the Sixth Form Community providing students with a
designated working area for independent study and a
space for relaxation.
The Careers Department works closely with the
Director of Sixth Form and tutors, helping with university
applications and encouraging girls to research
different institutions and degree courses. This ensures
that each girl secures a place on the best possible
course in the university that is right for her. We believe
that each individual matters and always enjoy seeing
our Sixth Formers developing into confident, resilient
young women determined to make the most of all the
opportunities that lie ahead.

Looking to the Future and
Enjoying Greater Independence

For the first time in their school career, girls can select
those subjects which inspire and enthral them.
We believe KEHS offers the best possible preparation
for university life and beyond, thanks to the academic
rigour we expect and the intellectual confidence
instilled in our girls through the outstanding teaching
and the wide range of experiences on offer.
Words and pictures can only give a hint of what our
school is really like. To understand what makes us so
distinctive - the intellectual curiosity, the inspirational
teaching and the sheer excitement of so many bright,
creative people working together - you need to
experience it first-hand. Please come and visit us, meet
our amazing girls and staff and see for yourself the
unique blend of tradition and innovative thinking which
lie at the heart of KEHS.

“Beyond finding amazing friends
at KEHS, I've also learnt a lot of
skills, such as individual studying,
which will allow a smoother
transition between school and
university teaching styles.”
Sixth Former
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